S'TUDIES ON SILICON CARBIDE
LBwrs S. Rr,uslrr,n, Mineralogical Laboratory, Uniaersi.tyoJ Michigon.
Assrnact
This paper is divided into four parts. Part I describes a new system for naming the
types of SiC based on the symmetry and number of layers in the unit cell. Part II presents
several methods for describing the structures of the various types. These reveal definite
progressive series, from which the possible existence of new types may be predicted. Part
III discussesthe structure of type 51R (old type V). Part IV describes the morphology and
the crystal structure of the new type 87.R.

Panr I. TnB NaurNc oF SrC Typrs
The discovery of another form of SiC, as reported in Part IV of this
paper, and the probability that still others will yet be found makes it
highly desirable that a new system of designating the types of SiC be introduced. The present system is based primarily on the order of discovery, and has no relationship with either the symmetry or contents of
the unit cells.
When crystal structure determinations fi.rst began to be made, there
were three known types of SiC, arbitrarily designated as I (15Jayer
rhombohedral), II (6-layer hexagonal), and III (4Jayer hexagonal).
When a cubic form was discovered, it became type IV, and the 5lJayer
rhombohedral type next found was designated type V (Ott, 1928).
Thibault (1944) more recently found two new rhombohedral types, with
2l and 33 layers, respectively. He renamed the cubic form B-SiC, and
called all of the others a-SiC. The designation type IV (formerly cubic)
he then applied to his new 2t-layer structure and type VI to the 33layer.
The author has recently found a crystal of SiC based on an STJayer
rhombohedral cell. Becauseof the very definite systematic relationships
evident between the 15-, 33-, 51-, and 87-layer types, it seems certain
that there is also a 69-Iayer rhombohedral cell yet to be found. Although
the 2l-layer rhombohedral (IV) has no companions so far, it is likely
that it, too, is part of a series with still other types. It would seem
rather ridiculous to go on naming these types VII, VIII, IX, etc., in
the order of their discovery. Moreover, if any new scheme of naming
appropriate to the actual structures is developed for new types yet to
be found, it should logically be applied to the types already known.
There seemsno likelihood of more than one cubic form. Since this has
a structure corresponding to B-ZnS (sphalerite), the choice of B-SiC
seems to be satisfactory. All remaining types (a-SiC) so far found are
based on either hexagonal or rhombohedral unit cells, and a proper
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designation should certainly indicate which. All types have identical
layers, but difier in the arrangement of these layers. Each type is
uniquely distinguished either by the number of layers necessaryfor the
arrangement to repeat itself, that is, the number of layers in the unit
cell, or by the number of formula weights in the unit cell. Which of these
two numbers is used is more or less a matter of choice. In the hexagonal
types, or in the rhombohedral types referred to a hexagonal unit, the
two numbers are identical. In the actual rhombohedral unit cell, the
number of formula weights is $ of the total number of layers included
within the length of the c axis. However, since comparisons between
types and descriptionsof types are best made byusing hexagonalunitcells
throughout, it would seem a wiser choice to use the number of layers as
the characteristic number. The designation for any type, then, would
consist of the appropriate number, followedr by the letter "H" or "R",
depending upon whether the unit cell is hexagonal or rhombohedral.
Such a designation is simple, accurate, and descriptive. The 8 known
types would be designatedas follows:
Cubic

B-sic

Hexagonal
4Il (old type III)
611 (old type II)

Rhombohedral
15R (old type I)
21R. (old type IV)
33R (old type VI)
51R (old type V)
87R (new, no previous designation)

All of the possible types which are predicted in Part II of this paper'
would readily fit into this system of naming.
P,tnr II. TnB DcscnrprroN oF SrC Tvrrs, AND THE
PnBlrcnolt ol TypES AS YET UNorscovBnBl
In his report on the 15R type of SiC (old type I), Ott (1925) described
the structure in terms of the sequenceof silicon (or carbon) atoms along
the symmetry axes. The five atoms oh a given axis are separated by
layer intervals of 2, 4,3,4, and.2,and thus the sequence24342describes
the structure. For the 33Jayer rhombohedral type (Ramsdell, 1945)'
the author used the same method of description, and found the structure
to be based on an interval sequenceof 24243334242,and for the SlJayer
rhombohedral type (described in part III of this paper), the sequence
This method of describing the
was found to be 24242433333424242.
atomic arrangement becomes increasingly unwieldy, for the 87-layer
1 TheStrukturbericht
generalstructuretypesas A, B, C, . . . followedby a
classifies
number. Thus scheelite is type .B4 and apatitie 857. By having the number precede the letter E in the type designations for SiC, no confusion will result.
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rhombohedral type (part IV of this paper) has an interval sequenceof
24242424243333333334242424242.
Moreover, this method is not equally
applicable to the hexagonal structures, for in them the symmetry axes
are not all alike, the sequencealong the 6-fold axis being difierent from
that along the 3-fold axes. A much superior type of description is
available.
In a-SiC, all atoms lie on the symmetry axes;and all symmetry axeslie
in the 1120 phne; hence, a vertical sectiori through the unit cell along
1120 gives an adequate representation of the structure (Fig. 1). If a Si
(or C) atom lies on / in one layer, the next must either be to the right,

Frc. 1. 1120 cross-section of a-SiC, showing zig-zag anangement of Si (or C) atoms.

on B, or to the left, on C. If to the right, the third Iayer might have its
atom continue to the right, or it might change direction and go to the
left. Becauseof these repeated changesin direction, a zig-zag pattern results. Such an arrangement can be described in terms of the number of
layers added in each direction in succession,and in this paper will be
designated as the zig-zagsequente, in contrast to the interaal sequence
previously used.2Thus, type 4E consistsof two layers added to the right,
then two to the left, etc., and can be described as22.Type 6.E adds three
to the right, then three to the left, or 33. Type 15R has three right, then
two left. This is repeated three times to form the unit cell, and the complete symbol would be 323232. Every symbol for a rhombohedral ceII
z The authorhad usedthis methodin determining
the numberof possible
structures
for 51R,but is indebtedto Dr. H. T. Evans,Jr., of the Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology,for his suggestion
ttrat the zig-zagsequence
wasa bettermethodfor description
of types than t}einterval sequence.Recently, there has alsoappearedan article on "The
Numerical Symbol of ClosePacking of Spheres" (Zhdanov, 1945),in which this method
was described.
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would be of this triple character, and could easily be abbreviated to a
single set of figures. The following list of rhombohedral types will illustrate this method of notation.
3 . . . 2 series, rhombohedral'

15R
33R
51R

32
3332
333332

,:?fi,
,,:::::::;
Not only is this a concise method of describing the structure, but it
clearly reveals the basis for predicting the existenceof a 69-layer rhombohedral type. Moreover, only odd numbers of 3's occur in this tabulation,
and the possibility of structures involving an even number of 3's arises.
To complete a unit cell, the Iast layer must be directly above the initial
Iayer. This is the reason the rhombohedral sequencesmust be repeated
three times. Likewise, with an even number of 3's, the sequenceswould
have to be repeated twice, and the following tabulation becomes evident.
3 , . .2 series,hexagona.l
4H22
(r6H)
332
332
(28H)
3s332
s3332
(40H)
3333332 3333332
(52H) j3333333233333sss2
Only the first of these representsa known structure, 4H,but the others
represent possible hexagonal types as yet undiscovered. It might be
noted here that the interaal,sequenceoriginally used likewise predicts
the existenceof 69.R,but does not suggest the possible hexagonal types.
The complete hexagonal symbols are always doubled, and like the
rhombohedral, could be abbreviated, except for the first one (4I4. The
symbol 2 alone would not be satisfactory.
The 21R type doesnot appear in the foregoing tabulations. Its zig-zag
sequenceis 343434,or, in abbreviated.form, 34. Although no other structures of this type have so far been f ound, the following seriesis suggested:
types
Rhombohedral

3...4series
Hexagonaltypes
34 zlR

,,:::i[:?fi]

(75R)
33333334

4

4 (84)

,:,::,,1:,-r
l?il\

333333433333s4(ME)

I n b o t h t h e 3 . . . 2 a n d t h e 3 . . . 4 s e r i e s ,t h e l a r g e r c e l l s h a v e a n i n c r e a s ing number of 3's. The sequence33 is characteristic of 6Il (old type II),
which has been found to be the most abundant type present in commer'
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cial silicon carbide. Thus, not only is the 33 structure the most common,
but it occurs within most of the other structures. Whole blocks of the
larger cells have the 6ll structure, and the larger cells become increasingly like 611.For this reason,it is quite certain that the above seriesextend indefinitely, with 6H as the limiting case. However, the increasing
resemblanceto type 6f1, both with respect to r-ray difiraction effectsand
to morphology, may make proof of this difficult. This matter will be discussedlater in part IV.
Although the sequence methods already discussed give adequate
mathematical description of the structures, they do not give a completely satisfactory visual picture. A graphical 2-dimensional presentation is possible in terms of the atomic configurations represented in the
1120cross-section.A remarkable simplification occurs when this is done,
for it reveals that for all known types, including the cubic, there are only
two basic arrangements of the atoms.

+

(@)

(D)

(o)

(b)

Frc. 2 (a). Typical parallelogram arrangement (P) of Si (or C) atomsin 1120crosssection through cubic B-SiC, in rhombohedral orientation. (b), Single horizontal P
rayer.
Frc. 3 (a). Typical trapezoidal arrangement (?) of Si (or C) atomsin 1120 cross-section
of SiC, type 4Il. (6) Single horizontal Tlayer.

The cubic form may be treated as a rhombohedron,with cubic [111]
becoming hexagonal [0001]. In this orientation, the 1120 cross-section
shows that the silicon (or carbon) atoms are so arranged that successive
layers are all added in one direction, without change. The appropriate
symbol would be "o (Fig.2). This arrangement consists of a series of
identical parallelograms, and will be designated by the letter P. Single
horizontal layers of P appear as shown inFig.2b.
Type 4H has a 1120 plane arrangement of silicon (or carbon) atoms
illustrated in Fig. 3. The repeated figure is a trapezium, and will be designated by the letter ?. This arrangement occurs in single horizontal layers
as shswn in Fig. 30.
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throughtype68, showingalternate? andP layers.
Frc. 4. 1120cross-section
throughtype 15R,showingdoubleT layersalternatingwith
Frc. 5. 1120cross-section
singleP layers.
All other known types of SiC, as well as all of the undiscovered types
predicted in the series previously described, are made up of horizontal
layers of these two basic configurations, ? and P, in various combinations. For example, the most common type,6H, is made up of alternate
layers of ? and P, Fig. 4. Such alternate layers always occur whenever
, h o l es e c , n d i n t h e 3 . . . 2 a n d 3 , . . 4 s e r i e sw
t h e s y m b o l3 3 o c c u r s a
tions of the structures are made up of these alternating T and P layers.
In addition, the 3 . . . 2 seriesis characterized.by double ? layers (Table
1). This feature is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the arrangement in
type 15R.
The 3 . . . 4 series is very similar to the 3 . . . 2, but has double P instead of double ? layers. No table is shown for this, but it would be similar to Table 1. The first vertical column would be p-SiC, with nothing
but P layers, followed by the other members. Each succeedingcolumn
would have double P layers interspersed with increasing numbers of
alternating T and,P layers. In both seriesthe increasing resemblanceto
type 6H is very apparent.
It is quite possible that all types of SiC are limited to these two basic
configurations, ? and P, but the author knows no reason why this
should be. Even if this Iimitation did hold, there are other extensive
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Teern 1.3 . . .2 Srnrns
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T
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series of ? and P geometrically possible, such as triple P and triple T
layers interspersedwith single alternating T and P layers. A very simple
structure type; symbol 42, type 18R, would result from alternating
double P and double ? layers. So far, no evidence of a structure corresponding to wurzite (a-ZnS) has been discovered. This structure has a
symbol 11 (for either the Zn or the S atom). Any SiC structure with a
symbol including the number 1 would depart from the T and P configurations. If such structures do exist, but are so far undiscovered,the number
of possibilities would be enormously increased.
Panr III. Tnc CLysrar, SrRUcruRn ol a-SiC, Tvpa 51R
As the name implies, silicon carbide, type 51R (formerly type V), has
a 5l-layer rhombohedral unit cell. The cell constants originally reported
by Ott (1923) are as follows: hexagonalunit, o6:3.99u4., co:l2g1o|,
Z : 5 1 ; r h o m b o h e d r aul n i t , a , : 4 3 . l a l , a : 4 o 0 6 ' , Z : 1 7. F r o m O t t ' s p u b lished data, which included an oscillation photograph, the author was
able to determine the structure. More recently, Dr. N. W. Thibault
found an excellent crystal of type 51R, and very kindly made it possible
for the author to obtain Weissenbergphotographs from it. The 0-layer
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photograph (a axis rotation), is reproduced in Fig. 6. A complete morphological study of this crystal will soon be published by Dr. Thibault.

photographof crystalof SiC, type 51R.0Jevel,a axis rotation.
Frc. 6. Weissenberg
Measurements from the Weissenbergphotographs, together with the
known relationship to the other types of SiC, give the following cell
constants:* hexagonal unit, o0:3.0734,, cs:128.17 s4r; rhombohedral
rnit, a,:42.76s4., a:4"07'. The coordinatesof the Si and C atoms are
as follows:
Hexagonal unit cell:
17Si at 000,0022,0062,0082,00722,00142,00182,00212,00242,00272,00302
00332,00372,
00392,
0M32,00452,
0M92.
17cat00p,002zlp,006z{p,0081c+p,00122+!,00142+p,00t82+!,00212+p,002421p,
o027zI p, 00302{p, 00332
+ ?, 0037z} p, 003921p, o043zl p, 004521p, 004921p.
17Si and17 C at f, ], ffthe abovecoordinates.
17 Si and l7 C at 3, 3, f*the abovecoordinates.
z:1/51;0:1/68
The unit cell of type 51R is so large that from a purely geometrical
* In order to beconsistentwith
the earlier articles on SiC, the unit cell dimensions are
given in A units, although they should actlrally be designated as kX units.
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standpoint an enormous number of structures exist which could fully
satisfy the requirements as to symmetry and provide the basic tetrahedral arrangement of carbon atoms about the silicon atoms.s In determining the structure of type 33R, certain limiting assumptions were
made (Ramsdell 1945), which reduced the number of possible atomic arrangements to five. Each of these five was tested, and the correct one
determined. The same procedure applied to 51,Rleaves 44 possible structures, from which the correct one must be selected. The labor involved
in calculating intensities for such a large number of structures would be
very great. As reported at the 26th annual meeting of the Mineralogical
Society of America (Ramsdell 1946), the existenceof a progressiveseries
of structures, consisting of types 15R, 33R and 51R, seemed apparent
when their interval sequenceswere listed.
15.R
24 3 42
33R 2424333 4242
'rR 24242433333424242
The third set of intervals is an extrapolation of the first two, and corresponds to one of the possible arrangements for type 51R. The intensities calculated for this arrangement were in such excellent agreement
with the observed intensities that it was felt that it must be the correct
one.
However, since no actual elimination of the remaining 43 possible
structures had been made, further study seemed desirable. The possibility of a quite different arrangement producing the same diffraction
effects was ruled out. Certainly, cumulative experience in the field of
crystal structure determinations gives no support to the idea that two
difierent structures can give rise to similar difiraction efiects for any extended seriesof reflections.
There remained the possibility that a very similar structure might
give approximately the same series of relative intensities as the chosen
one. To test this, a structure was chosen from among the rejected ones
which was very similar in arrangement. Its interval sequence was
24332433333423342.
This represents a structure with the least change
possible. Forty-five out of the original fifty-one atoms are unchanged.
The remaining six form pairs, in which the only change is a reversal of
position in the two structures in the 1120 plane. If these pairs slope to
s For type 51Rthe total numberof intervalsequences
is 43,690,beingequalto 2"/3,
where z is the number of Si atoms on any vertical symmetry axis-in this case,17. Actually
many of these sequences are congruent, and the number of difierent sequences is much
smaller than 43,690. So far, the author has found no means of predicting the number of
difierent sequences,but it would undoubtedly be in the thousands.
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the right in one, they slope to the left in the other. The intensities calculated for this slightly modified structure are so distinctly difierent as
to completely eliminate it from consideration.
The use oi the zig-zag sequencein describing the structures reveals
more clearly than the interval sequencewhy this apparently very minor
change just referred to results in such marked intensity changes. The
abbreviated symbol for 51R is 333332,whereasthe symbol for the modified structure is 3932. fn other words, it changes the addition of successivelayers from 3 right, 3 left, 3 right, to 9 in one direction. In terms
of the 1120cross-section,as describedin Part II, the structure is changed
from TTPTPTPTPTPTT to TTPTPPPPPPPTPTT. There is no reason
known to the author why this latter structure is not a possible one, but
it very definitely is not in the established 3 . . . 2 series, to which type
51R clearly belongs.
These computations would probably never have been made had the
existence of type 87R been known at the time. The recent discovery of
this new type, reported in part IV of this paper, establishesso firmly
the existence of a progressive series of structures, that there should be
no hesitancy in accepting the structure as valid, without any further
study of the many rejected structures.
Recently, two Russian scientists have reported on an investigation of
type 51R, and found the same structure (Zhdanov, Minervina 1945).
The only types known to them were 4H,6H, and.15R, whose structure
symbols are 22,33, and 32. On the assumptionthat the zig-zagsequence
symbol for any other type of SiC must be limited to the numbers 2 and 3,
they found for type 51R only two possible rhombohedral arrangements,
22222223and 333332. The calculated intensities for the former did not
correspond,while those for the latter agreed so well with the data published by Ott, that they accepted it as the correct structure. Even had
they been familiar with the existenceof type 21R, with the symbol 34, it
would have made no difference, for there is no combination of 3 and 4
which can give rise to a rhombohedral 51-layer structure. Their determination was based on a restriction much more limiting in its character
than that used by the author-namely, that the sequenceintervals must
be limited to 2,3, and 4. This restriction limited the number of possible
structures to 44, as contrasted with the two possibilities which they considered. Since 51R does belong to the 3 . . . 2 series, their limitation
happened to be all right, and their determination turned out to be correct.
However, it seems quite obvious that their restriction is not a general
one, and cannot be applied to any type not in the 3 . . . 2 series.
If the type 21R had not been discovered, there would not be any sug-
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gestion whatever of the possibility of a 3 . . . 4 series. For this reason,
the author feels that it would be very unwise to propose any limitations
as to further possible types. Various simple structures not included in
t h e 3 . . . 2 a n d . 3 . . . 4 s e r i e sa r e g e o m e t r i c a l lpy o s s i b l ea, s w e l l a s a n
enormous number of m.orecomplicated arrangements.
IV. Tno Monpnorocv eNr SrnucruRE or a-SiC, TvpB 87R
Morphol,ogy
The only example of the new type 87R so far found is a very small,
dark blue crystal, about 0.4 mm. long, 0.25 mm. wide, and 0.15 mm.
thick. It is tabular parallel to (0001) and elongated parallel to one ol the
@axes. The two pinacoids are the largest faces present. They are well
developed and give excellent reflections on the goniometer. No attempt
has been made to determine by etching which is the upper and which the
lower pinacoid (Thibault, t944). The remaining faces are much smaller,
and in general less well developed. None gives as good signals on the
goniometer as do the pinacoids, and for some the signals are diffuse, or
spread over a considerable angular range. Of the six trigonal pyramid
zones, only four have measurable faces. Seven trigonal pyramids have
been defi.nitely established, with one more probable, and several other
quite doubtful. No evidence of second order faces has been found. The
distribution of faces is shown in Table 2. Table 3 gives the morphological
data, and the angle table is given in Table 4. With the exception of 1011,
the faces present correspond to planes whose r-ray reflections are very
strong.
T,rsln2.Drsrnrsurroxor Flcrs on Cnvsrlr.or a-SiC,Tvrn 87R

(1oTr)
1.0.1.43
1. 0 .T . 2 8
I . 0 .T . 1 3
1.0.T.1
1.0.T.II

(o1TD

(T101)
T . 1. 0 . 4 3
T.1.0.28
1.1.0.1
I.1.0.44

(Io1/)
Lo.r.44
I.0.r.29
r.0.1.14
I.0.1.7
T.0.1.T6?
I.0.1.28
1 . 0 .1. 4 3

(0T1r)

(1T0D
r.1.0.29
1. T . 0 1
. 4
1.I.0.I
1.1.0.43

On the crystals of types 2IR and,33rR,Thibault f ound faceswhich were
characteristic, their angles being quite different from those of any other
type. But for the crystal of 87R, the only measurable faces present are
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Tlsr,n 3. Monpnor.octclr, Det.l, a-SiC, Tvpr 87.R

No.
Times
Quality
Observed

0001
1.0.T.43
1.0.T.28
1.0.r.13
1.0.r.1
0.1.T.14
0 .1. T . 2 9
o.r.I.M

a

4

3
1
n

3
2
z

A
C_E
B-E
B
B_D
B_E
D
D_E

Angle between Form and Base

Range

62'07',42"25',
7r"06'-71'42',
80'59',
89'15',-89'23',
80"19'-80"34'
70"35',-70"M',
61o42'-61051'

Weighted
Average

62"2r'
7l"l2l
80059'
8901g',
80"231
70039',
61o48'

Calcd.

62"22'
TIOTI'

81'02',
89018',

80"2r'
70"33+',
6r"52',

Teslr 4. ANcr-n Tanr,r, a-SiC, Tvro 87R
Hexagonal-R, ditrigonal pyramidal-3m
a:2"25'
a:c:l:7I.llls
po:r6:82.09 1
tr:119"59'
FormbpArA:

0001
1.0.T.43
1.0.r.28
t-e
p-p 1 . 0 . T . 1 3
1.0.T.1
d-a
0.1.T.44
0 . r . 1. 2 9
#&
0.1.T.14
vy
L-L

s-s

+30'00'
+30"00'
+30'00'
+30'00'
+30'001
-30'00'
-30'00'
-30"00'

0'00'
62022',
71"11'
8t"02'
89'18'
67"52',

7o'33+',
80"2r'

90'00'
39'53+',
34'56+',
3 1 "1 +
30'00+'
90'00'
90000'
9'00'

90"00'
90'00'
90"00'
90'00'
90'00'
40"1212'
35'15',
31"22+'

ones whose angles are very close to those commonly found on type 6fl
crystals, and careful measurement is necessaryto make the distinction.
The closenessof the angles is shown in the following list, which gives the
calculated values for p. In caseswhere good goniometer signals can be
obtained, this situation would present little difficulty, but where signals
are poor, and possibly only a few faces present, the variation from type
611 might be overlooked. For higher members of the 3 ' . ' 2 series,this
closenessof angles would. become increasingly evident. Consequently,
the discovery of new members of the series on the basis,of goniometric
measurementsalong will be increasingly difficult'
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6H

87R

10.0
10.1

90'00,

1o.2

70"33+,

10.3

62"06'

10.4

5,1"42,

11. 5 8 *

10.5

48.34t'

10.7I*
70.73*

1 0 .1
10.13
14
16
10.28
ta
10.43
7r

7e"se+,

89"18',
81"02'
80"21'
79"00'
7t"77',

70"33+'
62"22
61"52',

r-O*

* Not present on crystal, but possible.
p values in italics are identical for both types.

54"21',
49"11,

48"2s+',

Crystalstructureof 87R
Weissenbergphotographs of excellent quality were obtained from the
crystal of SiC, type 87R. Reproductions of the 0-level and l-level photographs, with rotation about an o axis, are shown in Fig. 7a, b. The space
group is R3m, and.the unit cell dimensions as obtained from the O-level
films are as follows: Hexagonal-ao:3.073h, co:218.652ft; Z:87;
rhombohedro)-al:
72.3654, a -- 2" 25t; Z : 29.
As would be expected, certain reflections coincide exactly in position
with those of the other rhombohedral types, as well as with type 6fl.
Since the length of the c axis in every case is an exact multiple of a
common unit, certain planes must come at exactly the same angles. The
reflections from these planes are the ones which have common positions
on the Weissenbergfilms. In the rhombohedral types, the value of I for
these planes is always a multiple of the number of formula weights in the
unit cell. Some of these common planes are as follows:
15R
21R
33R
51R
87R
6H
10.5
10.7
10.n
10.T7
10.29
10.2
10'10
10.8
10.22
r0.4
10.34
10.58
10.20
10.28
10.44
10.8
10.68
10.T16
10.2s
10.35
10.5s
10.10
10.85
10.145
etc.

0 0 .1 5
11.15

etc.

00.21
11.21

etc.

00.33
11.33

etc.

00.51
11.51

etc.

00.87
11.87

etc.

0 0 .6
11.6

The characterizing difference between the Weissenberg photographs
of the successiverhombohedral types lies in the increasing number of
hk'l rcflections occurringbetweenthe common reflections in fixed positions. This is illustrated in the diagrams of Fig. 8. These diagrams represent small portions of the rows of 10.1 reflections from the Weissenberg

\\
oo s'

Frc. 7. Weissenbergphotographsof crystal of SiC, type 87R;
a axis rotation. (o) 0Jevel. (b) lJevel.
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photographs. For each type, two of the common reflections occurring
in fixed positions are shown. These are the ones at the extreme right and
left of each row. rn between are the additional reflections characteristic
of each type. Each reflection is designated by its I value, and the observed intensities are approximately indicated by the vertical height of
the line, with a spot indicating a very weak or missing reflection.
The indexing of the films presents no serious difficulties. Since the
unit cell is rhombohedral, the 10.1reflections cannot have l:3n. For
87R, the 10.29 reflectionmust come at exactly the sameposition of the
film as l0.2Ior 6Il, and 10.58 at the same position as 10.4 of 6fI. Although 10'29 does coincide in position with 10.2, 10.28 is so close to
the position of 10'2 that it is very uncertain which is which at the start.
Likewise, 10. 58 and 10'50, both strong reflectiqns, are practically indistinguishable. The calculated values for the distances from the zero line
o f 1 0 . 2 8 a n d 1 0 . 2 9 d i f i e r b y o n l y 0 . 1 2 m m . , t h o s ef o r 1 0 . 5 8 a n d 1 0 . 5 9
by 0.13 mm. However, for higher values of l, the separation of such pairs
becomesincreasingly greater, and no difficulty is encountered,for examp l e , i n d i s t i n g u i s h i n gl 0 2 1 7 a n d 1 0 . 2 1 8 ,o r 1 0 . 2 4 7a n d 1 0 . 2 4 9 .f r o m
these identifiable reflections, it is easy to work back down to the lower
values.
Although, as explained later, the characteristics of the r-ray pattern are such as to furnish definite proof of the fact that the structure
must belong to the 3 . . . 2 series,intensities have been calculated for some
of the reflections. A structure based on the zig-zagsequence3333333332
has theoretical intensities that agree with the observed intensities with
the same high degree of correlation which has been found for the other
types of sic. A comparison of the observedand the calculated intensities
for the first 30 reflections from type 87R is given in Table 5.
An interesting feature of the Weissenbergphotographs of type 87R is
the resemblanceto photographs of type 6E.It is now apparent that this
is also true, but to a much less extent, of the photographs of 51R and
33R, but it was not until the films of 87R were available that this was
noticed. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows d,iagrammatically
some of the reflections of type 6f1 compared with the strongest reflections of 87R. The pairs of reflections joined by dashed lines come at
identical positions, and the others at approximately the same positions.
fn some cases,single reflections ol 6H are opposite pairs of 87R reflections. The variations in intensity in the comparatively few reflections of
6H are closely followed in the reflections of 87R which occur at the same
position, while in between, where 6ll has no reflections, the reflections
of 87R are either comparatively weak or absent.
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This situation is, of course, due to the fact that of the 87 layers in the
unit cell of 87R, 81 correspond exactly to the 6f1 arrangement. Consequently, there are large blocks of the 87R structure which are identical
to 6H. This close resemblanceof the Weissenbergpattern of 87R to that
of 6f1implies membership in either the 3 . . . 2 orthe 3 . . . 4 series.The
fact that only in the former could an S7-layer rhombohedral ceII occur
clearly establishesthe structure.
Types 51R and 33R include relatively smaller blocks of the 611 structure, and their resemblanceto 6H, as revealed by the Weissenbergphotographs, is not so pronounced (Fig. 8).
Since type 6Il is the limiting case for the 3 . . . 2 series (and the
3 . . .4 seriesas well), it would be expected that the higher members
,should increasingly resemble 611,both morphologically and with respect
to r-ray data. If single small crystals are available, consisting entirely
of one type, recognition of several additional members of the series,
such as 105R and 123R, might be possible.The Weissenbergpatterns
should offer a better opportunity for detection than a morphological
study.
In the recognition of possible new types of SiC by means of Weissenberg photographs, care must be taken to avoid confusion with crystals
which represent a coalescenceof types (Thibalrlt, t944). Such crystals
would likewise have extra reflections in between the common reflections
in fixed positions. An example of this is illustrated in the bottom row oI
Fig. 8, which represents an imaginary coalescenceof 15R and 21R. In
such a case,the reflections10.5 and 10.20 of 15R would coincide with
1 0 ' 7 a n d 1 0 . 2 8 o f 2 l R . I n b e t w e e nw o u l d b e t O ' 8 , 1 0 . 1 t , 1 0 . 1 4 , a n d
1 0 . 1 7o f 1 5 R ,a n d 1 0 . 1 0 ,1 0 . 1 3 ,1 0 . 1 6 ,1 0 . 1 9 ,t 0 . 2 2 , a n d 1 0 . 2 5 o f 2 l R .
This would make a total of ten reflections in between the fixed positions.
Type 33R likewise has ten reflections in between the corresponding fixed
positions(10.11 and 10.44 for 33R). But thesetwo setsof ten reflections
would be easily distinguishable. Those for 33R would be regularly spaced,
while the coalescenceof 15R and 2lR would have an uneven distribution. This is clearly shown in the bottom line of Fig. 8.
This would hold true for any possiblecoalescenceof types. Two sets of
regular spacings of differing magnitude cannot combine to form a single
set of smaller equal spacings.The reflections would form irregular groups.
However, in the special casewhere one set of spacingswas an exact multiple of the other, the larger spacingswould all coincide with certain ones
of the smaller, and the coalescencemight be overlooked. This might be
the case with a coalescenceof B-SiC (which treated as rhombohedral
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would be type 3R) with any other rhombohedral type, and might also
occur in coalescencesbetween possible hexagonal types.
The 3 . . . 2 serieswas first recognizedwhen the structure of type 51R
was determined. At that time, there seemedto be no evidence as to how
far the series might extend. It now seems certain that it extends indefinitely. Indeed, type 6H is really the limiting case for the series, with
the number of 3's in the symbol indefinitely large. Because of the increasing resemblance to 6H, both morphologically and with respect to
*-ray data, the chances of discovering any large number of additional
tlpes in the 3 . . . 2 seriesseemsremote.
Suuua.nv
Like all of the other rhombohedral types of SiC, the space group of
87R is R3m. The unit cell constants are as f ollows:
Hexagonal- ao:3.073ft, co:218.652L,Z:87 .
A, a : 2o25', Z : 29.
Rhombohedral-a, : 72.907
The atomic positions for the hexagonal cell are:

29Si at 000,0022,
0062,
0082,
0012
2,00142,O0782,00202,0024a,00262,00302,00332,00362
00612,00632,00672,00692,00732,
00392,00422,0045s,
00482,0051s,00542,OO57z,
00852.
00752,O0792,
00812,
p,00183+y',002021p,002421p,
29C atO|D,0022+b,0062+r,0082+p,0072zll,ool4zl
00262tp,003021p,00332tp,0o36ztp, o039zIP,004221!,004521p,004821P,
006721p,00692*P,00732*?,
005121p,00542{p,005721p,006121p,006321-p,
p, 007921p,008lzt p, 00852*2.
00752J_
29 Si and29Catl,3, 3+the abovecoordinates.
29 Si and 29Cat!, ], ]fthe

above coordinates.

z : 1 / 8 7 :p' : r / 1 1 6

The rhombohedral types of SiC, 15R, 33R, 51R, (69R, not yet discovered) and 87R belong to a definite series,in which the higher members
become increasingly like the simple 6H type, both morphologically and
with respect to *-ray data. This is becauseincorporated in the structures
are increasing numbers of layers identical to 6H. Type 21R belongs to a
difierent series, which likewise converges toward 6H as the limiting
case. It is so far the only member of this seriesto be found. There seem
to be no reason why others may not be found in either of the known
series,or in yet other series.
Rrlnnnxcrs
(SiC):Zei'ts.
Krist.,61'515-531.
DasGitterdesKarborunds
Ort (1925),
-

(1928), Eine neue Modifikation des Karborunds: Probleme der modernen Physik:
Arnold, S ommedeld Fe stschriJt, 208-214, S. Hirzel, Leipzig.
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